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Thank you for choosing DOLOMITE STEP UP.

We have produced a manual for those who are responsible for safe and appropriate adjustment and use of the 
aid.

This manual is comprehensive, with complete instructions regarding the product. Information that is of 
particular importance in conjunction with everyday use and safety is reproduced on the product's labels.

Max. user weight is 330 lb

Read carefully through the manual. Ensure that user(s) and persons concerned are familiarised with the 
necessary information.

INVACARE DOLOMITE™® STEP UP

Guarantee

We supply a 2 year guarantee ** from the date of delivery. Damage caused by wear to items such as cushions, 
wheels, handles and brakes is not covered by the guarantee. Damage that arises due to abnormal use is 
excluded. Damage caused by users who weigh more than 330 lb is excluded. Maintenance and operating 
instructions must be observed for the guarantee to be valid. Expected life cycle is 5 years.

Delivery inspection
Notify the carrier immediately of any transport damage. Remember to keep the packaging until the carrier has 
checked the goods and a settlement has been reached.

Intended use
 DOLOMITE STEP UP is a platform support.  A platform support is classified as a walking aid that is controlled 
using both arms.

DOLOMITE STEP UP is intended for indoor use.

** Deviations may occur due to local agreements

DOLOMITE STEP UP Manual and Hydraulic have no electrical parts and can be used 
in  all indoor areas. 

DOLOMITE STEP UP Manual, and Hydraulic can be supplemented with the  Stand 
assist" accessory and then be used as an aid for standing and short transfers.

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Preparation

1. Width adjustment
Lay the platform support down and remove screws 
with an Allen key No. 6. Adjust the side frame to
the required width. Replace the screws and tighten
them with a minimum of10 Nm.
Repeat the procedure on the other side.

The right and left side of the frame must 
always be adjusted in/out by an equivalent 
amount.

Be aware of the risk of getting fingers 
pinched when adjusting the side frame!!

2. Brakes
Press down the outer edge of the brake caliper until 
a click is heard and the wheel is locked.

Two of the wheels must be locked before 
the user is assisted to or from the support 
platform.

DOLOMITE STEP UP' can be adjusted in 
three widths.

Product features

The H-shaped lower frame has the same 
dimensions in the front and back. Adjust the 
width so that the platform can negotiate the 
most narrow passage in the premises.

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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The height of the back part of the frame is low 
to allow the platform to roll under furniture 
which facilitates movement to and from a 
seated position.

The height of the back part is 8.3" with 
standard wheels and 7.4" with 4" wheels 
(option).

All brakes are easy to access thanks to the 
design of the frame.

Adjustment

1. Height adjustment
Lift the armrest slightly upwards in order to 
pull the pin out. Adjust the support platform

to the required height. Check that the pin is pressed 
in correctly in order to lock the height adjustment.

Do not pull out the pin if the user is putting 
weight on the support platform

Lift the lever and adjust the support platform 
to the required height by pulling upwards or 
pushing gently on the armrests. 

3. Adjustment of width between armrests
Loosen the knob that is located between the arm-
rests and adjust sideways to the required width. 
Lock them again by tightening the knob.

4. Handle adjustment
Undo the knob that is located under the armrests 
and adjust the handles to the required depth and 
angle. Lock the handles by retightening the knob.

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Regardless of body size, an angle of 25o 
between shoulder and wrist position gives

the best conditions to enable the torso to remain 
upright. The position is pre-set and is maintained 
regardless of width setting. 

Set the armrests so that the elbows are 
located close to the body. This automatically

produces a stable three point position where the 
hands are moved as close to each other as possible 
in relation to the user's body size.

Side stops for the elbows are available as 
accessories.

The forearm support is inclined 5° in the 
horizontal plane in order to produce a 

natural and erect position.

The handles are inclined forward 110° from 
the forearm support. This produces an

ergonomic positioning of the wrists and the best 
conditions for a firm grip.

Alternative hand grips are available as acces-
sories.

To facilitate height adjustment for the user 
we recommend measuring the distance from
elbow to heel while the user is lying on a 
bed.

DOLOMITE STEP UP has pressure-relieving 
material in the cushions and they are made

in order to withstand disinfection. They are securely 
attached with microfilm. 

For replacement or cleaning remove them by hand. 
When refitting ensure they are correctly positioned.

Product features

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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2. Tray
A simple tray that is easy to position at the top of
the basket.

NB! The tray can only be used together with the
basket.

1. Basket
A practical little basket in which to keep belongings. 
The basket is simply attached at the top of the
platform support.

3. Ball grips
Alternative grips are available for those who find
it difficult to close their hand around the regular
handles.

Accessories

4. Oxygen tank holder
Makes it possible to secure an oxygen cylinder on
the platform support, fits different types of oxygen
cylinders. Mounted at the front on the column.

5. Drip stand
Makes it possible to suspend a drip bag on
the platform support. Simple to mount on the
column.

6. Elbow stop
Elbow stops prevent the arms from sliding off the
armrests. They are sold in pairs and are easily
mounted under the armrest pads.

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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7. Directional lock
Wheels with a directional lock (green latch) are
used to facilitate movement straight ahead. Press
down the latch and swivel the wheel until a click
is heard and the wheel no longer rotates.

The wheel has no brake when the directional 
lock is mounted.

9. Hand brake, pair
The platform support can be fitted with a service- 
and parking brake to enable users to activate the
brakes themselves.

12. Stand assist
The Stand Assist accessory is 
available for users who need 

support while standing. The platform support then 
acts as a mobility aid as well. The Stand Assist 
option consists of a stand plate, knee support 
and harness. It must always be used with the har-
ness included in the kit. No other harness may 
be used.

For more detailed instructions, read the separate 
Stand Assist manual. Part No: D1537621.

10. Single hand brake
The single hand brake makes it possible for the
user to activate service- and parking brake with
one hand.

8. Wheel 4"
4" wheels are available for those who want to
have the frame at a lower height.

11. Stand plate
This accessory can be used as an aid for shorter
transfers in standing position.

The stand plate should only be used with 
assistants present. Never leave the user alone 
while standing on the stand plate. 

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Technical data
Dimensions and weight

The label for DOLOMITE STEP UP contains all important technical information 
It is located on the inside of the lower frame (G).

Serial number label

Model

A
1. 22.6"
2. 26"
3. 29.6"

B
1. 27.3"
2. 30.8"
3. 34.3"

C
1. 39.3"
2. 41.7"
3. 44"

D 34" - 51.5"

E 13.2" - 18.3"

F 24" - 29.25"

Wheel
diameter

5"

User weight 330 lb

Product
weight

35.2 lb 39.6 lb

1: Article number
2: Product name
3: Serial number
4: Date of manufacture
5: Max. user weight
6: Reference to user's manual
7: Only for indoor use
8: Max. width
9: Manufacturer

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Safety
To be used solely as a platform support. 

Standing on the frame is not permitted.

Standing on the armrests is not permitted.

Unevenly distributed weight affects the product's stability

Ensure that all knobs and screws are properly tightened before use.
* Widening the frame
* Armrests
* Handle

Observe extra caution on uneven surfaces.

Observe caution on wet surfaces.

The user's max. weight DOLOMITE STEP UP 330 lb.

The "Stand assist" accessory must always be used with the harness included in the kit. No other harness 

may be used.

Observe caution when moving over obstacles, e.g. doorways when using the Step Up with the accessory 
stand plate.

When using the stand plate, the wheels must be locked when the user moves onto / off the stand plate.

No responsibility is taken for changes made to the platform support (adaptations, substandard repairs), outside 
INVACARE DOLOMITE's control.

• This platform support is tested according to ISO standard SS-EN ISO 11199-3:2006 and fulfils its require-
ments.

Tests

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Maintenance and service

Cleaning
• DOLOMITE STEP UP can be cleaned in a washing plant or by means of high pressure water. 60° C maxi-
mum.
• Never use acids, bases or solvents to clean the product.
• After washing, wipe the platform support dry.

To maintain function and safety we recommend weekly checks that screws, nuts and bolts are tightened properly. 
If not, re-tighten properly before the platform is used again.
If any other defects are discovered the platform cannot be used - contact your dealer immediately.
Do not carry out any changes yourself!

• The	platform	must	not	be	permanently	stored	in	an	environment	with	a	high	atmospheric	humidity!

Maintenance

Recycling

This product has been supplied from an environmentally-conscious supplier that fulfils the standards in the Waste 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive 2002/96/CE.

This product can contain substances that can damage the environment if they are not recycled in accordance 
with national legislation.

The "crossed out dustbin" symbol is placed on this product to encourage recycling where possible.

Please be environmentally responsible and recycle this product through your local recycling station.

Steel and aluminium components are recycled as scrap metal. Plastic parts shall be recycled or incinerated. 
Recycling of parts must always comply with local or national laws.

DOLOMITE STEP UP DOLOMITE STEP UP
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Sales companies

Manufacturer
INVACARE DOLOMITE AB, BOX 200, 343 75 DIO, ŠVÉDSKO

TEL. +46 (0)476 535 00, FAX +46 (0)476 535 99

Belgium & Luxemburg:
Invacare nv, Autobaan 22, B-8210 Loppem

Tel: (32) (0)50 83 10 10, Fax: (32) (0)50 83 10 11
belgium@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.be

Danmark:
Invacare A/S, Sdr. Ringvej 37, DK-2605 Brøndby
Tel: (45) (0)36 90 00 00, Fax: (45) (0)36 90 00 01
denmark@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.dk

Deutschland:
Invacare Aquatec GmbH, Alemannenstraße 10,

D-88316 Isny
Tel: (49) (0)75 62 7 00 0, Fax: (49) (0)75 62 7 00 66
info@invacare-aquatec.com / http://www.invacare-

aquatec.de

Ulrich Alber GmbH, Vor dem Weissen Stein 21, 
D-72461 Albstadt-Tailfingen

Tel: (49) (0)7432 2006 0, Fax: (49) (0)7432 2006 299
info@ulrich-alber.de

European Distributor Organisation:
Invacare, Kleiststraße 49, D-32457 Porta Westfalica

Tel: (49) (0)57 31 754 540, Fax: (49) (0)57 31 754 541
edo@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.eu.com

España:
Invacare SA, c/Areny s/n, Polígon Industrial de Celrà, 

E-17460 Celrà (Girona)
Tel: (34) (0)972 49 32 00, Fax: (34) (0)972 49 32 20

France:
Invacare Poirier SAS, Route de St Roch,

F-37230 Fondettes
Tel: (33) (0)2 47 62 64 66, Fax: (33) (0)2 47 42 12 24

contactfr@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.fr

Ireland:
Invacare Ireland Ltd, Unit 5 Seatown Business Campus, 

Seatown Road, Swords, County Dublin - Ireland
Tel: (353) 1 810 7084, Fax: (353) 1 810 7085

ireland@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.ie

Italia:
Invacare Mecc San s.r.l., Via dei Pini 62,

I-36016 Thiene (VI)
Tel: (39) 0445 38 00 59, Fax: (39) 0445 38 00 34

italia@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.it

Nederland:
Invacare BV, Celsiusstraat 46, NL-6716 BZ Ede

Tel: (31) (0)318 695 757, Fax: (31) (0)318 695 758
nederland@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.nl

csede@invacare.com

Norge
Invacare AS, Grensesvingen 9,

Postboks 6230, Etterstad, N-0603 Oslo
Tel: (47) (0)22 57 95 00, Fax: (47) (0)22 57 95 01
norway@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.no

island@invacare.com

Österreich:
Invacare Austria GmbH, Herzog Odilostrasse 101, 

A-5310 Mondsee
Tel: (43) 6232 5535 0, Fax: (43) 6232 5535 4

info@invacare-austria.com / http://www. invacare.at

Portugal:
Invacare Lda, Rua Estrada Velha, 949,

P-4465-784 Leça do Balio
Tel: (351) (0)225 1059 46/47, Fax: (351) (0)225 1057 39

portugal@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.pt

Sverige & Suomi:
Invacare AB, Fagerstagatan 9, S-163 91 Spånga

Tel: (46) (0)8 761 70 90, Fax: (46) (0)8 761 81 08
sweden@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.se

finland@invacare.com

Switzerland:
Invacare AG, Benkenstrasse 260, CH-4108 Witterswil
Tel: (41) (0)61 487 70 80, Fax: (41) (0)61 487 70 81
switzerland@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.ch

United Kingdom:
Invacare Limited, Pencoed Technology Park,

Pencoed, Bridgend CF35 5HZ
Switchboard Tel: (44) (0)1656 776200,

Fax: (44) (0)1656 776201
Customer services Tel: (44) (0)1656 776222,

Fax: (44) (0)1656 776220
UK@invacare.com / http://www.invacare.co.uk

United States:
Clarke Health Care Products, Inc. 1003 International 

Drive, Oakdale PA 15071
 Tel: (888) 347-4537, Fax: (724) 695-2922 

info@clarkehealthcare.com / 
http://www.clarkehealthcare.com




